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We put forward an effective amplification protocol for protecting the single-photon multi-mode
W state of the time-bin qubit. The protocol only relies on linear optical elements, such as the
50 : 50 beam splitters, variable beam splitters with the transmission of t and the polarizing beam
splitters. Only one pair of the single-photon multi-mode W state and some auxiliary single photons
are required, and the fidelity of the single-photon multi-mode W state can be increased under t < 1

2
.

The encoded time-bin information can be perfectly contained. Our protocol is quite simple and
economical, and it can be realized under current experimental condition. Based on above features,
it may be useful in current and future quantum information processing.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.67.-a, 42.50.Dv

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement is an importance source in quantum communications [1–8]. For example, in the fields of
quantum teleportation [1, 2], quantum key distribution (QKD) [3–5], quantum state sharing (QSS) [6], quantum
secure direct communication (QSDC) [7, 8], the parties all resort to the entanglement to set up the quantum channel.
Entanglement is also essential in quantum computations [9–11]. In various entanglement forms, the single photon
entanglement (SPE) is the simplest but important one. The typical form of the SPE is

|SPE〉 = 1√
2
(|10〉AB + |01〉AB), (1)

where A and B are two different spatial modes, |0〉 and |1〉 mean no photon and one photon, respectively. The SPE
between two modes has been proved to be a valuable resource for cryptography [12, 13], state engineering [14], and
tomography of states and operations [15, 16]. In the past few years, researchers have extended the two-mode SPE in
Eq. (1) to the N-mode W state with the form

|W 〉 = 1√
N

(|100 · · · 0〉+ |010 · · ·0〉+ · · ·+ |00 · · · 1〉), (2)

where the single photon is superpositioned in N spatial modes in different spatial locations (N > 2). The single-photon
W state displays an effective all-versus nothing nonlocality as the number of N delocalizations of the single particle
goes up [17], and it is robust to decoherence in the noisy environment [18–20]. In 2012, Gottesman et al. proposed a
protocol for building an interferometric telescope based on the single-photon multi-mode W state [21]. The protocol
has the potential to eliminate the baseline length limit, and allows the interferometers with arbitrarily long baselines
in principle.
In the paper, we focus on the single-photon W state of the time-bin entangled qubit. The time-bin entanglement

is a coherent superposition of single photon state in two or more different temporal modes. Suppose a single-photon
pulse enters two channels, where channel length difference (long-short) is much longer than the pulse duration. The
output state consists of two well separated pulses with different times of arrival, and the quantum information is
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encoded in the arrival time of the photon, which can be written as |Long〉 (|L〉) and |Short〉 (|S〉), respectively. The
time-bin entanglement is a robust form of optical quantum information, especially for the transmission in optical
fibers. It has been widely used in the long-distance entanglement distribution [22–24]. For example, in 2002, Thew
et al. demonstrated the robust time-bin qubits for distributed quantum communication over 11 km [22]. Later,
Marcikic et al. experimentally realized the distribution of time-bin entangled qubits over 50 km of optical fibers
[23]. Recently, Inagaki et al. has realized the distribution of time-bin entangled photons over 300 km of optical fiber
[24]. By distributing the time-bin entangled qubit to N spatial modes in different spatial locations, we can create a
single-photon N-mode W state of the time-bin qubit.
Unfortunately, the photon may be completely lost in the distribution process. The photon loss will make the pure

state mix with the vacuum state with some probability. In this way, the entanglement between two distant locations
decreases exponentially with the length of the transmission channel. The noiseless linear amplification (NLA) is an
effective method to overcome the exponential fidelity decay [25–40]. In 2012, Zhang et al. proposed the NLA to protect
the two-mode SPE from photon loss [32]. In 2015, Sheng et al. successfully protect the SPE with the experimentally
available parametric down-conversion (SPDC) source [39]. In the same year, Zhou and Sheng proposed a recyclable
amplification protocol for the SPE with the weak cross-Kerr nonlinearity. By repeating this amplification, they can
effectively increase the fidelity of the output state [40]. Recently, a linear heralded qubit amplification protocol for
the time-bin qubit and polarization qubit is proposed by Bruno et al. [41], which can be realized under current
experimental conditions. Inspired by this protocol, our group put forward a simple and effective NLA protocol for
the SPE of the time-bin qubit [42]. Here, in our paper, we extend this NLA protocol in Ref. [42] to the single-photon
multi-mode W state of the time-bin entangled qubit. We will show that our protocol can effectively increase the
fidelity of the single-photon multi-mode W state. Our protocol will be useful in the current and future quantum
communication field.
The paper is organized as follows, in Sec. 2, we explain our amplification protocol for the single-photon three-mode

W state of the time-bin qubit, in Sec. 3, we extend the amplication protocol to the arbitrary single-photon multi-mode
W state, in Sec. 4, we calculate the amplification factor, and the success probability of our protocol, and make a
discussion and summary.

II. THE HERALDED AMPLIFICATION FOR THE SINGLE-PHOTON THREE-MODE W STATE OF

THE TIME-BIN QUBIT

FIG. 1: The schematic principle of the amplification protocol for the single-photon three-mode W state of the time-bin qubit.
Here, BS represents the 50:50 beam splitter, VBS represents the variable beam splitter with the transmission of t, and PBS
means the polarizing beam splitter.

In this section, we will explain our amplification protocol for the single-photon three-mode W state of the time-bin
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qubit. Suppose a time-bin qubit has the form of

|ψ〉 = α|SH〉+ β|LV 〉, (3)

where |S〉 (|L〉) means the short (long) time-bin. The subscript H or V indicates that the photon is in horizontal
polarization or vertical polarization. Here, the polarization is used to label and switch the path of the photon. α and
β are the entanglement coefficients, where |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The time-bin qubit |ψ〉 is distributed to three parties, say,
Alice (A), Bob (B) and Charlie (C), which can create a single-photon three-mode W state as

|Φ〉ABC =
1√
3
(|ψ〉a1|0〉b1|0〉c1 + |0〉a1|ψ〉b1|0〉c1 + |0〉a1|0〉b1|ψ〉c1). (4)

Due to the environmental noise in the distribution channel, the state in Eq. (4) may be mixed with the vacuum
state. We suppose the single-photon can be completely lost with the probability of 1−η. In this way, the three parties
share a mixed state as

ρin = η|Φ〉ABC〈Φ|+ (1− η)|vac〉〈vac|. (5)

The aim of the heralded amplification protocol is to increase the fidelity η.
The schematic principle of the protocol is shown in Fig. 1. For realizing the amplification, each of the three parties

needs to prepare two auxiliary single photons, one in |H〉 and the other one in |V 〉. All the parties make the auxiliary
photons in their hands pass through two polarizing beam splitters (PBSs), say PBS1aPBS2a, PBS1bPBS2b, and
PBS1cPBS2c, respectively. The PBS can totally transmit the photon in |H〉 but totally reflect the photon in |V 〉.
Due to the path-length difference of the photons in |H〉 and |V 〉, each of they can create an auxiliary photon state as
|ϕ〉 = |SH〉 ⊗ |LV 〉.
Then, each of the parties makes the auxiliary photons in his or her hand pass through one variable beam splitter

(VBS), say VBS1, VBS2, and VBS3. All the three VBSs have the same transmission of t. After the VBSs, they can
obtain

|ϕABC〉 = (
√
t|SH0〉a2out1 +

√
1− t|0SH〉a2out1)⊗ (

√
t|LV 0〉a2out1 +

√
1− t|0LV 〉a2out1)

⊗ (
√
t|SH0〉b2out2 +

√
1− t|0SH〉b2out2)⊗ (

√
t|LV 0〉b2out2 +

√
1− t|0LV 〉b2out2)

⊗ (
√
t|SH0〉c2out3 +

√
1− t|0SH〉c2out3)⊗ (

√
t|LV 0〉c2out3 +

√
1− t|0LV 〉c2out3)

= [t|SHLV 〉a2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1 +
√

t(1− t)(|SHLV 〉a2out1 + |LV SH〉a2out1)]
⊗ [t|SHLV 〉b2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2 +

√

t(1− t)(|SHLV 〉b2out2 + |LV SH〉b2out2)]
⊗ [t|SHLV 〉c2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3 +

√

t(1 − t)(|SHLV 〉c2out3 + |LV SH〉c2out3)]. (6)

In this way, the whole state ρin ⊗ |ϕABC〉 can be in the state of |Φ〉ABC ⊗ |ϕABC〉 with the probability of η, or in the
state of |vac〉 ⊗ |ϕABC〉 with the probability of 1 − η. We first discuss the case of |Φ〉ABC ⊗ |ϕABC〉, which can be
written as

|Φ〉ABC ⊗ |ϕABC〉 =
1√
3
[(α|SH〉a1 + β|LV 〉a1)|0〉b1|0〉c1 + |0〉a1(α|SH〉b1 + β|LV 〉b1)|0〉c1

+|0〉a1|0〉b1(α|SH〉c1 + β|LV 〉c1)]
⊗ [t|SHLV 〉a2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1 +

√

t(1 − t)(|SHLV 〉a2out1 + |LV SH〉a2out1)]
⊗ [t|SHLV 〉b2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2 +

√

t(1− t)(|SHLV 〉b2out2 + |LV SH〉b2out2)]
⊗ [t|SHLV 〉c2 + (1 − t)|SHLV 〉out3 +

√

t(1− t)(|SHLV 〉c2out3 + |LV SH〉c2out3)]. (7)

The three parties make the photons in the a1a2, b1b2, and c1c2 modes pass through the 50 : 50 beam splitters (BSs),
here named BS1, BS2 and BS3, respectively. The BSs can make

|1〉a1 =
1√
2
(|1〉a3 + |1〉a4), |1〉a2 =

1√
2
(|1〉a3 − |1〉a4),

|1〉b1 =
1√
2
(|1〉b3 + |1〉b4), |1〉b2 =

1√
2
(|1〉b3 − |1〉b4).

|1〉c1 =
1√
2
(|1〉c3 + |1〉c4), |1〉c2 =

1√
2
(|1〉c3 − |1〉c4). (8)
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After that, the state in Eq. (7) will evolve to

|Φ〉ABC ⊗ |ϕABC〉 → 1√
6
{(α|SH〉a3 + α|SH〉a4 + β|LV 〉a3 + β|LV 〉a4)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉a3 − |SHLV 〉a3a4 − |LV SH〉a3a4 + |SHLV 〉a4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉a3out1 − |SHLV 〉a4out1 − |LV SH〉a3out1 − |LV SH〉a4out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉b3 − |SHLV 〉b3b4 − |LV SH〉b3b4 + |SHLV 〉b4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉b3out2 − |SHLV 〉b4out2 − |LV SH〉b3out2 − |LV SH〉b4out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉c3 − |SHLV 〉c3c4 − |LV SH〉c3c4 + |SHLV 〉c4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉c3out3 − |SHLV 〉c4out3 − |LV SH〉c3out3 − |LV SH〉c4out3)]

+ (α|SH〉b3 + α|SH〉b4 + β|LV 〉b3 + β|LV 〉b4)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉a3 − |SHLV 〉a3a4 − |LV SH〉a3a4 + |SHLV 〉a4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉a3out1 − |SHLV 〉a4out1 − |LV SH〉a3out1 − |LV SH〉a4out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉b3 − |SHLV 〉b3b4 − |LV SH〉b3b4 + |SHLV 〉b4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉b3out2 − |SHLV 〉b4out2 − |LV SH〉b3out2 − |LV SH〉b4out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉c3 − |SHLV 〉c3c4 − |LV SH〉c3c4 + |SHLV 〉c4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉c3out3 − |SHLV 〉c4out3 − |LV SH〉c3out3 − |LV SH〉c4out3)]

+ (α|SH〉c3 + α|SH〉c4 + β|LV 〉c3 + β|LV 〉c4)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉a3 − |SHLV 〉a3a4 − |LV SH〉a3a4 + |SHLV 〉a4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉a3out1 − |SHLV 〉a4out1 − |LV SH〉a3out1 − |LV SH〉a4out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉b3 − |SHLV 〉b3b4 − |LV SH〉b3b4 + |SHLV 〉b4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉b3out2 − |SHLV 〉b4out2 − |LV SH〉b3out2 − |LV SH〉b4out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉c3 − |SHLV 〉c3c4 − |LV SH〉c3c4 + |SHLV 〉c4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉c3out3 − |SHLV 〉c4out3 − |LV SH〉c3out3 − |LV SH〉c4out3)]}. (9)

Next, the parties make a Bell-state measurement (BSM) for the output photons. In detail, they make the photons
in the a3a4, b3b4, and c3c4 modes pass through PBS3aPBS4a, PBS3bPBS4b, and PBS3cPBS4c, respectively, which
can make

|SH〉i3 → |SH〉i5, |LV 〉i3 → |LV 〉i6,
|SH〉i4 → |SH〉i7, |LV 〉i4 → |LV 〉i8, (10)

where i = a, b, c.
After the PBSs, the state in Eq. (9) will evolve to

|Φ〉ABC ⊗ |ϕABC〉 → 1√
6
{(α|SH〉a5 + α|SH〉a7 + β|LV 〉a6 + β|LV 〉a8)
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⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6 − |SH〉c5|LV 〉c8 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉c7 + |SH〉c7|LV 〉c8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉c5|LV 〉out3 − |SH〉c7|LV 〉out3 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉out3 − |LV 〉c8|SH〉out3)]

+ (α|SH〉b5 + α|SH〉b7 + β|LV 〉b6 + β|LV 〉b8)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6 − |SH〉c5|LV 〉c8 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉c7 + |SH〉c7|LV 〉c8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉c5|LV 〉out3 − |SH〉c7|LV 〉out3 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉out3 − |LV 〉c8|SH〉out3)]

+ (α|SH〉c5 + α|SH〉c7 + β|LV 〉c6 + β|LV 〉c8)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6 − |SH〉c5|LV 〉c8 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉c7 + |SH〉c7|LV 〉c8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉c5|LV 〉out3 − |SH〉c7|LV 〉out3 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉out3 − |LV 〉c8|SH〉out3)]}. (11)

Then, the photons in all the twelve output modes are detected by the single-photon detectors, say, D1a, D2a,
D3a, D4a, D1b, D2b, D3b, D4b, D1c, D2c, D3c, and D4c, respectively. According to the measurement results, we can
judge whether the amplification protocol is successful. If each of the three parties obtains one of the following four
measurement results, that is, D1iD2i, D1iD4i, D2iD3i, or D3iD4i each registers one photon, where i = a, b, c, our
protocol is successful. Otherwise, if the parties obtain other measurement results, the protocol fails. Therefore, there
are totally sixty-four different measurement results corresponding to the successful cases.
We take the measurement result of D1aD2aD1bD2bD1cD2c for example. In Eq. (11),

there are six items which can make the detectors D1aD2aD1bD2bD1cD2c each reg-

isters one photon. They are −αt2
√

t(1−t)

8
√
3

|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6|SH〉out1,
βt2

√
t(1−t)

8
√
3

|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6|LV 〉out1, −αt2
√

t(1−t)

8
√
3

|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6|SH〉out2,
βt2

√
t(1−t)

8
√
3

|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6|LV 〉out2, −αt2
√

t(1−t)

8
√
3

|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6|SH〉out3,
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and
βt2

√
t(1−t)

8
√
3

|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6|LV 〉out3, In this way, if the parties obtain the measurement

result of D1aD2aD1bD2bD1cD2c, the state in Eq. (11) will finally collapse to

|Φ1〉ABC =
1√
3
[(−α|SH〉out1 + β|LV 〉out1)|0〉out2|0〉out3 + |0〉out1(−α|SH〉out2 + β|LV 〉out2)|0〉out3

+ |0〉out1|0〉out2(−α|SH〉out3 + β|LV 〉out3)], (12)

with the probability of t5(1−t)
64 . |Φ1〉ABC can be easily transformed to |Φ〉ABC in Eq. (4) with the phase flip operation.

Certainly, if the parties obtain the other sixty-three successful measurement results, they can also finally obtain the

same state in Eq. (4). Therefore, the total successful probability is P1 = t5(1−t)
64 × 64 = t5(1− t).

On the other hand, if the initial photon state is the |vac〉⊗ |ϕABC〉, when the parties make the photons in the a1a2,
b1b2, and c1c2 modes pass through the BSs, they will obtain

|ϕABC〉 → [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉a3 − |SHLV 〉a3a4 − |LV SH〉a3a4 + |SHLV 〉a4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉a3out1 − |SHLV 〉a4out1 − |LV SH〉a3out1 − |LV SH〉a4out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉b3 − |SHLV 〉b3b4 − |LV SH〉b3b4 + |SHLV 〉b4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉b3out2 − |SHLV 〉b4out2 − |LV SH〉b3out2 − |LV SH〉b4out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SHLV 〉c3 − |SHLV 〉c3c4 − |LV SH〉c3c4 + |SHLV 〉c4) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SHLV 〉c3out3 − |SHLV 〉c4out3 − |LV SH〉c3out3 − |LV SH〉c4out3)]. (13)

Next, the parties make the photons in the a3a4, b3b4, and c3c4 modes pass through PBS3aPBS4a, PBS3bPBS4b,
and PBS3cPBS4c, respectively. After the PBSs, the state in Eq. (13) will evolve to

|ϕABC〉 → [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1 − t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6 − |SH〉c5|LV 〉c8 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉c7 + |SH〉c7|LV 〉c8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉c5|LV 〉out3 − |SH〉c7|LV 〉out3 − |LV 〉c6|SH〉out3 − |LV 〉c8|SH〉out3)]. (14)

We can prove that if the parties obtain one of the above successful measurement results, the state in Eq. (14) will

collapse to the vacuum state. For example, in Eq. (14), only the item t3

8 |SH〉a5|LV 〉a6|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6|SH〉c5|LV 〉c6 can
make the detectors D1aD2aD1bD2bD1cD2c each registers one photon. In this way, under the measurement result of

D1aD2aD1bD2bD1cD2c, the state in Eq. (14) will collapse to the vacuum state with the probability of t6

64 . Similarly, if
the parties obtain the other sixty-three successful measurement results, they can also finally obtain the vacuum state.

Therefore, the total successful probability to obtain the vacuum state is P2 = t6

64 × 64 = t6.
According to the description above, if the protocol is successful, the parties can obtain a new mixed state as

ρout = η′|Φ〉ABC〈Φ|+ (1 − η′)|vac〉〈vac|, (15)

where the fidelity η′ is

η′ =
ηP1

ηP1 + (1− η)P2
=

η(1− t)

η − 2ηt+ t
. (16)
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The total successful probability for our protocol is

Pt = ηP1 + (1− η)P2 = t5(η − 2ηt+ t). (17)

It can be found ρout has the same form of ρin. The entanglement coefficients α and β do not effect the Pt and η′,
which are only functions of the initial fidelity η and the transmission t. We define the amplification factor g as

g ≡ η′

η
=

1− t

η(1− t) + (1− η)t
. (18)

For realizing the amplification, we require g > 1. It can be calculated that g > 1 under the case of t < 1
2 . In this way,

by providing suitable VBSs with t < 1
2 , we can complete the amplification task.

III. THE HERALDED AMPLIFICATION FOR THE SINGLE-PHOTON N-MODE W STATE OF THE

TIME-BIN QUBIT

FIG. 2: (a) The structure of the ”Amplifier”. (b) The schematic principle of the amplification protocol for the single-photon
N-mode W state of the time-bin qubit.

Our protocol can be straightly extended to single-photon N-mode W state of the time-bin qubit, with N > 3.
Suppose a time-bin qubit with the form of |ψ〉 in Eq. (3) is distributed to N parties, say, Alice (A), Bob (B), Charlie
(C), David (D), · · ·, which creates a single-photon N-mode W state as

|Φ〉N =
1√
N

(|ψ〉a1|0〉b1|0〉c1 · · · |0〉n1 + |0〉a1|ψ〉b1|0〉c1 · · · |0〉n1 + · · ·+ |0〉a1|0〉b1 · · · |ψ〉n1). (19)

We consider the single-qubit can be completely lost with the probability of 1 − ηN . In this way, the three parties
share a mixed state as

ρN = ηN |Φ〉N 〈Φ|+ (1 − ηN )|vac〉〈vac|. (20)

The schematic principle of our protocol is shown in Fig. 2 (b), and the structure of ”Amplifier” is shown in Fig. 2
(a), where i = a, b, c, d, · · ·, n. Each of the N parties needs to prepare two auxiliary photons with the polarization of
|H〉 and |V 〉, respectively. They each make the two photons pass through two PBSs and create the auxiliary photon
state as |ϕ〉 = |SH〉⊗ |LV 〉. Then, each of them makes the auxiliary photons in his or her hand pass through one VBS
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with the transmission of t. After the VBSs, they can obtain

|ϕN 〉 = [t|SHLV 〉a2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1 +
√

t(1− t)(|SHLV 〉a2out1 + |LV SH〉a2out1)]
⊗ [t|SHLV 〉b2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out2 +

√

t(1− t)(|SHLV 〉b2out2 + |LV SH〉b2out2)]
⊗ [t|SHLV 〉c2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out3 +

√

t(1 − t)(|SHLV 〉c2out3 + |LV SH〉c2out3)]
· · ·

⊗ [t|SHLV 〉n2 + (1− t)|SHLV 〉outn +
√

t(1− t)(|SHLV 〉n2outn + |LV SH〉n2outn)]. (21)

Each of the N parties makes the photons in the i1i2 modes pass through the BS, and then make all the output
photons pass through the PBSs. If the whole photon state is |Φ〉N ⊗ |ϕN 〉 with the probability of ηN , it will evolve to

|Φ〉N ⊗ |ϕN 〉 → 1√
2N

{(α|SH〉a5 + α|SH〉a7 + β|LV 〉a6 + β|LV 〉a8)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1 − t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ · · ·
⊗ [

t

2
(|SH〉n5|LV 〉n6 − |SH〉n5|LV 〉n8 − |LV 〉n6|SH〉n7 + |SH〉n7|LV 〉n8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉outn

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉n5|LV 〉outn − |SH〉n7|LV 〉outn − |LV 〉n6|SH〉outn − |LV 〉n8|SH〉outn)]

+ (α|SH〉b5 + α|SH〉b7 + β|LV 〉b6 + β|LV 〉b8)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1 − t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ · · ·
⊗ [

t

2
(|SH〉n5|LV 〉n6 − |SH〉n5|LV 〉n8 − |LV 〉n6|SH〉n7 + |SH〉n7|LV 〉n8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉outn

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉n5|LV 〉outn − |SH〉n7|LV 〉outn − |LV 〉n6|SH〉outn − |LV 〉n8|SH〉outn)]

+ · · ·
+ (α|SH〉n5 + α|SH〉n7 + β|LV 〉n6 + β|LV 〉n8)

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1 − t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ · · ·
⊗ [

t

2
(|SH〉n5|LV 〉n6 − |SH〉n5|LV 〉n8 − |LV 〉n6|SH〉n7 + |SH〉n7|LV 〉n8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉outn
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+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉n5|LV 〉outn − |SH〉n7|LV 〉outn − |LV 〉n6|SH〉outn − |LV 〉n8|SH〉outn)]}. (22)

Finally, the parties measure the photons in all the 4N output modes by the single-photon detectors. If each of the N
parties obtains one of the following four measurement results, say, D1iD2i, D1iD4i, D2iD3i, or D3iD4i each registers
one photon, where i = a, b, c, · · ·, n, our protocol is successful. Otherwise, if the parties obtain other measurement
results, the protocol fails. Therefore, there are totally 4N different successful measurement results. For example, if
each of the parties obtain the measurement result of D1iD2i each registers one photon, where i = a, b, c, · · ·, n, the
state in Eq. (22) will collapse to

|ΦN1〉 =
1√
N

[(−α|SH〉out1 + β|LV 〉out1)|0〉out2|0〉out3 · · · |0〉outn + |0〉out1(−α|SH〉out2 + β|LV 〉out2)|0〉out3 · · · |0〉outn

+ · · ·+ |0〉out1|0〉out2 · · · (−α|SH〉outn + β|LV 〉outn)], (23)

with the probability of t2N−1(1−t)
4N . |ΦN1〉 can be converted to |Φ〉N in Eq. (19) with the phase-flip operation. If the

parties obtain other successful measurement results, they can also obtain the same state in Eq. (19) with the help of

the phase-flip operation. In this way, the total successful probability is P1N = t2N−1(1−t)
4N

× 4N = t2N−1(1− t).
Under the condition that the initial photon state is the vacuum state, when the parties make the photons in the

i1i2 (i = a, b, c, · · ·, n )modes pass through the BSs and the output photons pass through the PBS, they will obtain

|ϕN 〉 → [
t

2
(|SH〉a5|LV 〉a6 − |SH〉a5|LV 〉a8 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉a7 + |SH〉a7|LV 〉a8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉out1

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉a5|LV 〉out1 − |SH〉a7|LV 〉out1 − |LV 〉a6|SH〉out1 − |LV 〉a8|SH〉out1)]

⊗ [
t

2
(|SH〉b5|LV 〉b6 − |SH〉b5|LV 〉b8 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉b7 + |SH〉b7|LV 〉b8) + (1 − t)|SHLV 〉out2

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉b5|LV 〉out2 − |SH〉b7|LV 〉out2 − |LV 〉b6|SH〉out2 − |LV 〉b8|SH〉out2)]

⊗ · · ·
⊗ [

t

2
(|SH〉n5|LV 〉n6 − |SH〉n5|LV 〉n8 − |LV 〉n6|SH〉n7 + |SH〉n7|LV 〉n8) + (1− t)|SHLV 〉outn

+

√

t(1− t)√
2

(|SH〉n5|LV 〉outn − |SH〉n7|LV 〉outn − |LV 〉n6|SH〉outn − |LV 〉n8|SH〉outn)]. (24)

If the parties obtain one of the above successful measurement results, the state in Eq. (24) will finally collapse to the

vacuum state. The total successful probability to obtain the vacuum state is P2N = t2N

4N × 4N = t2N .
Therefore, for the the single-photon N-mode W state, if the protocol is successful, the parties can obtain a new

mixed state as

ρoutN = η′N |Φ〉N 〈Φ|+ (1− η′N )|vac〉〈vac|, (25)

where the fidelity η′N is

η′N =
ηNP1N

ηP1N + (1 − ηN )P2N
=

ηN (1− t)

ηN − 2ηN t+ t
. (26)

In this way, the amplification factor gN can be written as

gN =
η′N
ηN

=
1− t

ηN (1 − t) + (1 − ηN )t
, (27)

which has the same form of g in Eq. (18). It indicates that the mode number N would not affect the fidelity of the
distilled new mixed state. By providing the VBSs with t < 1

2 , we can obtain gN > 1 and realize the amplification.
The total successful probability for our protocol is

PtN = ηNP1N + (1− ηN )P2N = t2N−1(ηN − 2ηN t+ t). (28)

It can be found that the value of N would reduce the success probability of our protocol. As t < 1, the larger value
of N leads to the lower PtN .
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FIG. 3: The amplification factor gN as a function of the transmission t of the VBSs under the initial fidelity η = 0.2, 0.6, and
0.8, respectively. All three curves pass through the same point with t = 0.5.

IV. DISCCUSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we put forward an effective amplification protocol for the arbitrary single-photon N-mode W state
of the time-bin qubit. We suppose one time-bin qubit is shared by N parties, which creates a single-photon N-mode
W state. Due to the photon loss, the entangled state would be mixed with the vacuum state. For increasing the
fidelity of the single-photon N-mode W state, each of the N parties requires to prepare two single photons with the
polarization of |H〉 and |V 〉, respectively. With the help of the PBSs, the polarization modes can accompany two
temporal modes, respectively. Then, with the help of the local operation and some linear optical elements, such as
the BSs, PBSs, and VBSs with the transmission of t, the parties can distill a new mixed state with the similar form of

the initial mixed state with some probability. Under the case that t < 1
2 , the amplification factor g ≡ η′

N

ηN

> 1, which

indicates the fidelity of the new mixed state is higher than that of the initial mixed state. Our protocol has three
obvious advantages. First, the parties only require one pair of single-photon N-mode W state of the time-bin qubit.
As the entanglement source is quite precious, our protocol is quite economical. Second, the information encoded in
the time-bin qubit can be well remained after the amplification. Third, the protocol only requires the linear optical
elements, which makes it can be realized in current experimental conditions.
Next, we discuss the experimental realization of our protocol. Our protocol relies on three kinds of beam splitters,

say VBSs, PBSs and BSs, which are common linear optical elements in current technology. The VBS is the key
element of our protocol. In our protocol, for realizing the amplification, we require to use the VBSs with t < 1

2 .
The experimental transmission adjustion of the VBS has been reported by Osorio et al. in 2012 [30]. They reported
their experimental results about the heralded photon amplification for quantum communication with the help of the
VBS . In the experiment, they successfully adjusted the splitting ratio of VBS from 50 : 50 to 90 : 10 to increase the
visibility from 46.7± 3.1% to 96.3± 3.8%. Based on their experimental result, our requirement for the VBS can be
easily realized. Meanwhile, we also require the sophisticated single photon detectors to exactly distinguish the single
photon in each output modes. The single photon detection has been a challenge under current experimental conditions,
for the quantum decoherence effect of the photon detector [43]. Fortunately, the group of Lita once reported their
experimental result about the near-infrared single-photon detection. They showed the photon detection efficiency ηp
at 1556 nm can reach 95%± 2% [44].
Finally, we numerically calculate the amplification factor gN and the success probability PtN of our protocol. As

shown in Eq. (27), the amplification factor gN relies on the value of t and the fidelity (ηN ) of the initial mixed state.
We show the value of gN as a function of t under different values of ηN in Fig. 3. It can be found that gN reduces with
the growth of t. All the curves pass through the same point of t = 1

2 . Under t =
1
2 , we can obtain gN = 1 under any

initial fidelity ηN . Actually, under t = 1
2 , the VBS becomes the BS and our protocol is analogous to an entanglement

swapping protocol. Under t < 1
2 , we can obtain gN > 1. Meanwhile, under t → 0, gN → 1

η
, which indicates that we

can obtain η′N → 1 under the condition of t→ 0. In this way, for obtaining high fidelity, the parties require to choose
the VBS with small transmission.
On the other hand, as shown in Eq. (28), the total success probability of our protocol relies on t, ηN and the mode

number N . Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the value of PtN as a function of t with three different initial η = 0.2, 0.6, and
0.8, under the condition of N = 3 and N = 4, respectively. It can be found that the value of PtN mainly depends
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FIG. 4: The total success probability Pt of our amplification protocol as a function of the transmission t of the VBSs under
the mode number N = 3 and the initial fidelity η = 0.2, 0.6, and 0.8, respectively.

FIG. 5: The total success probability Pt of our amplification protocol as a function of the transmission t of the VBSs under
the mode number N = 4 anad the initial fidelity η = 0.2, 0.6, and 0.8, respectively.

on t and N , and the value of ηN affects PtN slightly. PtN increases with the growth of t while decreaases with the
growth of N . Under t ∈ [0, 12 ], PtN will get the maximum value of t2N when t = 1

2 . When t → 0, PtN → 0. In this
way, in the practical application, we need to consider both the amplification factor and success probability factor,
simultaneously, and choose the VBSs with suitable transmission.
In conclusion, we demonstrate an effective amplification protocol for protecting the single-photon multi-mode W

state of the time-bin qubit. In the protocol, only one pair of the single-photon multi-mode W state and some auxiliary
single photons are required, which makes our protocol economical. With the help of the auxiliary single photons and
the linear optical elements, such as VBSs, BSs, and PBSs, we can successfully distill new mixed state, and the fidelity
of the new mixed state can be effectively increased when the transmission t of the VBSs satisfy t < 1

2 . Moreover, the
encoded time-bin feature can be well contained. This protocol can be realized under current experimental condition,
and it may be useful in current and future quantum information processing.
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